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It seemed to me I was being made to comprehend the Inconceivable … made to look at the convention that lurks in all truth and on the essential sincerity of falsehood. … The occasion was obscure, insignificant …: a lost youngster, one in a million—but then he was one of us; an incident as completely devoid of importance as the flooding of an ant-heap, and yet the mystery of his attitude got hold of me as though he had been an individual in the forefront of his kind, as if the obscure truth involved were momentous enough to affect mankind’s conception of itself …

Captain Marlow speaking of Jim

Literature as the Other of Psychology

My presentation this morning is about the speculative confluence of psychology and literature. More specifically, and leaving the separateness of these different disciplines behind, it is about the speculative turn that psychology might take when meeting itself in great works of literature. In 1900—that is, in the very year that saw the publication of Freud’s *The Interpretation of Dreams*—Joseph Conrad published *Lord Jim*, his finest novel. No less psychological in its scope than the writings of Freud were literary in their style (Freud, it will be recalled, was later awarded the Goethe Prize for Literature), Conrad’s novel may with equal felicity be likened to a lengthy case study. For just as the originator of psychoanalysis wrote short story and even novel-like accounts of such characters as Dora and Little Hans, so Conrad wrote a case study-like novel about a character he called Jim. But how different Conrad’s psychoanalysis of Jim is from Freud’s analysis of his characters! And on the theoretical level, too, how different the psychoanalysis that would learn of itself from its share in the fate of this literary character! Usually, the contribution that psychoanalysis makes with respect to literary criticism is a one-way street. Insights from the clinic are applied ready-made to some aspect of a literary work. The speculative psychoanalysis I shall be pursuing here, however, has to do with how psychology or “the soul” re-definitionally comes home to itself through such topics and subject matters as the genre of the novel generally or some instance of novelistic art in particular. Just as Jung regarded mythology, religion, and medieval alchemy, each in their turn, as “the other” of his analytical psychology, so we may regard *Lord Jim* that way to, as “the other” of that speculative turn in analytical psychology which has come to be known, through conferences such as this one, as The Discipline of Interiority.

To begin with I want to give the principal character of Conrad’s novel a thematizing, psychoanalytic name. Just as the protagonists in two of Freud’s major clinical papers were dubbed by him the “Wolf Man” and the “Rat Man” respectively, and just as a patient Jung wrote
of has subsequently come to be known as “the Solar Phallus Man,” so may Jim, the young chief mate in this novel of the sea, be referred to for our purposes as “The Disgraced Ship’s Officer.”

Briefly summarized, the story is as follows. An old, rust-eaten cargo steamer is voyaging across the Indian Ocean to the Rea Sea with the purpose of transporting eight-hundred Moslem pilgrims to their holy places. One night during the course of this crossing calamity strikes. The steamer lurches in the water, possibly because it has collided with some sort of obstruction, such as a waterlogged wreck or sunken derelict. To the captain and the officers on watch, disaster seems imminent. The hull of the Patna, as their ship is called, appears to have been breached. In a moment or two, when this rupture widens, the ship will in all likelihood be immediately swallowed under by the sea. And it is here, precisely in this lurch, that Disgrace enters the picture. Without alerting the passengers (for what a riot there would be if they were to awaken all and once) the skipper, a few of his officers, and our protagonist, Jim, abandon their responsibilities and take to a life-boat. Only later do they discover, after being rescued by a passing ship, that their vessel did not come to the dire end from which they had selfishly acted to save themselves, but was also rescued and towed to safety. What this revelation the disgrace of having abandoned ship is redoubled and then some. Explanations, the deserters realize, are sure to be demanded. As professional seamen entrusted with the welfare of a ship and its cargo, they will be hauled up before a mariner’s inquest to answer for their actions. Not wanting to face up to this, however, the skipper and two of the other officers very quickly make scarce. Departing at their first opportunity, each to a haven of his own, it is quite as if they again took to life-boats in dereliction of their duties. Jim alone, the most junior of the lot, remains. Resolutely determined to live down the seeming cowardliness of the actions he was drawn into, he will not forsake the duty he has subsequently been charged with of giving his testimony at the inquest, even though this will most certainly entail humiliation for him personally and very likely the sinking of his career as well.

And what was the outcome of Jim’s decision to stay? Before turning to this topic, which is what the rest of the novel is mainly about, I must first introduce another character. Besides the disgraced, and yet in the sense just described, still stalwart Jim, the other main character of the novel is the dignified and in some ways fatherly Captain Marlow. An attendee at Jim’s trial, Marlow is a captain in the merchant marine who has taken an interest in Jim’s case and character. Not only does he attend the inquest looking into the Patna affair, as it notoriously came to be known, he also lends an ear to the young ship’s mate when the two of them dine together over the course of a long evening, gaining in this way both a fuller account of the fiasco that had led to Jim’s misconduct and a deeper sense of the mettle of this young man who, though “one of us,” as Marlow repeatedly states, must thenceforth deal with his having, in the eyes of most men, if not finally of Marlow, sunk beneath the niveau of being worthy of such fellowship. And here, if I may, I would already like to add that it is this keen, supportive, and yet by no means uncritical interest of Marlow’s that allows us to regard him as a literary precursor of what later in the century was to become the figure of the analyst even as, in a complimentary manner, Jim may be regarded as a literary precursor of the figure of the analysand or patient.

But let us continue with our précis of the novel. After the inquest, which sadly for Jim results in his being stripped of his credentials as a professional seaman, Marlow steers him toward a dock-side employment opportunity with a trading company in another port-city. This he does out of concern for the young man and from worry over what now will become of him. While not condoning the actions that led to Jim’s disgrace (Marlow is as appalled as the next fellow by Jim’s dereliction of his duty), a friendly compassion has nevertheless been quickened within
him. His kindness, however (as I have already intimated), has also another motive. As much a student of the human soul as he is the captain of a ship, Marlow’s abiding interest is to study how Jim will thenceforth come to terms with his difficult fate. There will not be much to study, however, if the disgraced young man is not able to find a way of making his livelihood. And so it is that Marlow directs him to a job prospect and writes a letter of introduction on his behalf.

So much for our first meeting with Captain Marlow and for his first contacts with Jim. The other context in which we meet up with him is as the teller of Jim’s story. The bulk of the novel consists of Marlow telling the story of Jim’s initial calamity and subsequent career to a group of his sea-faring cronies over the course of a long evening. It is a remarkable scene, already and in its own right, quite apart from its narrative content. A gifted raconteur, Marlow’s account of Jim is given “… after dinner, on a verandah … in the deep dusk speckled by fiery cigar-ends.”

A wonderful image! Deeply poetic, and psychological, too! Coming upon it the reader may be put in mind of similar imagery which has been discussed by Jung. When the psyche wishes to out-picture itself to itself as composed of multiple centres of consciousness it does so, according to Jung, by showing star-strewn night skies, the luminous eyes of schooling fish, and in another image, boat-lanterns of a regatta swaying against the darkness of a night sea. Surely Conrad’s image of “the deep dusk speckled by fiery cigar-ends” can readily be added to this list. But let us read on. Continuing the description of the setting in which Marlow recounts what he has learned of Jim, the novel’s narrator tells of how “The elongated bulk of each cane-chair harboured a silent listener,” and of how, since each of these puffed a cigar as he listened, “Now and then a small red glow would … light up the fingers of a languid hand … [and] flash a crimson gleam into a pair of pensive eyes overshadowed by a fragment of unruffled forehead …” And what description, complimentary to this, is given of the story-teller, Marlow, himself? How is he depicted? From “the very first word uttered,” we are told, “Marlow’s body, extended at rest in the seat, would become very still [as he spoke], as though his spirit had winged its way back into the lapse of time and were speaking through his lips from the past.”

I will only note in passing the likeness of this description of Marlow’s story-telling spirit to Hegel’s famous description of philosophy as being like the owl of Minerva that only flies at dusk. Just as Hegel regarded philosophy as the dusk-born afterthought in which its own age is comprehended, so we soon learn is Marlow’s dusk-told story of Jim a psychological version of the same. That is to say, when spoken of by a spirit of telling that, having “winged its way back into the lapse of time, speaks, as it were, through “… lips from the past,” Jim is not merely discussed as a character who has such and such a personal psychology, but as an exemplary man at the transit point of one age or epoch to another. This, his universality, is made clear very early in Marlow’s narrative. Though the mariner’s inquest was officially about “How the Patna came by her hurt,” “the court [we are told] did not expect to find [this] out; and in the whole audience there was not a man who cared.” For the interest that the case held was of an entirely different kind. As Marlow stipulates, “Whether they knew it or not the interest that drew [all the sailors in the port and all the waterside workers, too] … was purely psychological—the expectation of some essential disclosure as to the strength, the power, the horror of human emotions.” But though this was what the inquest was more deeply and truly about for all in attendance, its official aims were more practical and limited. Though Jim stood ready to expose his soul to the most serious questions, “the questions put to him necessarily led him away from what … would have been the only truth worth knowing [due to their limited scope].” As Marlow with respect to this wryly observes, “You can’t expect the constituted authorities to inquire into the state of a man’s soul—or is it only his liver?” But if such an aim were out of reach for the inquest, this
only meant that it became Marlow’s task to continue to look into this subject matter. And so it was that by corresponding with Jim by letter, by visiting with him whenever he could, and by discussing his case with whoever shared his interest in it, he continued to inquire into the state of this disgraced young ship officer’s soul.

**Presenting Problem**

I said that Marlow and Jim may be regarded as the literary precursors of those protagonists of the subsequent psychological culture which were emergent at the time of this novel’s publication, the analyst and his patient. Following up upon this comparison—indulging in it, even, as the inevitable conceit of our reading (for we are psychologists, after all, and in the spirit of what in the hermeneutics of Gadamer is called *applicatio*, are bound to be reminded of experiences from our own practices when hearing tell of Jim)—let us now take a closer look at this proto-patient and at what might already in advance of itself be called his presenting problem.

When Marlow first lay eyes upon Jim he was taken aback by the young man’s nonchalant demeanor. Spotting him a few days before the inquest, “He looked as unconcerned and unapproachable as only the young can look.”\(^{14}\) Also disconcerting for Marlow was how hale and hearty the young sailor seemed. “There he stood, clean-limbed, clean-faced, firm on his feet, as promising a boy as the sun ever shone on; and looking at him, knowing all he knew and a little more too, I was angry as if I had detected him trying to get something out of me by false pretenses. He had no business to look so sound. I thought to myself—well, if this sort can go wrong like that . . .”\(^{15}\) An ellipsis at this point invites the reader to finish the Captain’s thought: “If this sort can go wrong, then anyone can!” Continuing more colourfully Marlow then adds: “. . . and I felt as though I could fling down my hat and dance on it from sheer mortification, as I once saw the skipper of an Italian barque do because his duffer of a mate got into a mess with his anchors when making a flying moor in a roadstead full of ships.”\(^{16}\) Jim has made a mess of his life and on first impressions (though, of course, the truth is otherwise) gives the impression of not caring. Before the bar of human decency, this is abominable, and Marlow will feel the shame, the mortification, if this disgraced young sailor will not.

Now surely this is a familiar reaction. As analysts and psychotherapists we know something of the feelings Marlow describes from experiences with our own patients. Though we may not get as emotional as he did, having learned to work with such resistances when we come across them in our patients and in ourselves, we too know what it is to have our sympathies played upon by an analysand or patient who wittingly or unwittingly “tries to get something out of [us] by false pretenses.” And then, of course, our own proneness to identification may also figure into the mix, as when, for example, some quality or experience of the patient resonates with something akin to it in ourselves. If Marlow were an analyst-in-training, and not the character of a novel, we might happily direct him to the statement of Jung’s from *The Psychology of the Transference*: “…unless we prefer to be made fools of by our illusions, we shall, by carefully analyzing every fascination, extract from it a portion of our own personality, like a quintessence, and slowly come to recognize that we meet ourselves time and again in a thousand disguises on the path of life.”\(^{17}\) But Conrad’s *Lord Jim* is already this insight of Jung’s a half-century before Jung was able to state it in this form!\(^{18}\) And here now, taking a little further my conceit of seeing Marlow and Jim as forerunners of what later in our history became the analyst and patient, I might as well add that, just as on the very next page of the novel the Captain speaks of his being reminded by the sight of Jim of the many young sailors he had schooled in the ways of the sea, so might we while reading of this remember the various patients and analysands over the years
who got their sea legs in our offices, remembering at the same time the analysts and clinical supervisors in whose offices we, like young Jims ourselves, got ours!

The sea has been good to me, but when I remember all these boys who passed through my hands, some grown up now and some drowned by this time, but all good stuff for the sea, I don’t think I have done badly by it either. Were I to go home to-morrow, I bet that before two days passed over my head some sunburnt young chief mate would overtake me at some dock gateway or other, and a fresh deep voice speaking above my hat would ask: “Don’t you remember me, sir? Why! little So-and-so. Such and such a ship. It was my first voyage.” And I would remember a bewildered little shaver, no bigger than the back of this chair, with a mother and perhaps a big sister on the quay, very quiet but too upset to waive their handkerchiefs at the ship that glides out gently between the pier-heads …

After this aside let us return to the theme of this section. It is in Marlow’s account of his first sighting of Jim that we get our first glimpse of what, with anachronistic intent, I am calling “the presenting problem” of their proto-psychoanalysis. Jim, as we know, had disgraced himself as a ship’s mate by dishonorably abandoning the Patna. Marlow, of course, is already aware of this before their first meeting. Which is why Jim’s hands-in-his-pockets, nonchalance so angers him. The contrast is just too odious. Why, the sheer effrontery of his looking like that! Has the young sailor no shame?! Also of concern to Marlow is the doubt that Jim’s appearance casts upon Marlow’s own competency as a judge in such matters of character. For, as he is troubled to realize, even though his eye is jaundiced by knowledge of the young man’s failure, he still has the impression of Jim as being every inch a sailor.

… he was outwardly so typical of that good, stupid kind we like to feel marching left and right of us in life, of the kind that is not disturbed by the vagaries of intelligence and the perversions of—of nerves, let us say. He was the kind of fellow you would, on the strength of his looks, leave in charge of the deck—figuratively and professionally speaking. I say I would, and I ought to know. Haven’t I turned out youngsters enough in my time, for the service of the Red Rag, to the craft of the sea, to the craft whose whole secret could be expressed in one short sentence, and yet must be driven afresh every day into young heads till it becomes the component part of every waking thought, till it is present in every dream of their young sleep!

Though Marlow does not explicitly say what the secret is upon which the craft of the sea (or we might add: the craft of any profession) depended at that time, it is clear enough from the immediate context of these lines and from the novel as a whole. As before with the ellipsis we discussed above, the reader must supply this for himself: “DO YOUR DUTY!” “ACT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT!” “FULFILL YOUR PLACE IN THE ORDER OF THINGS!” However we word it, this is the secret, i.e., the intangible, and yet indispensable master ingredient that “must be driven afresh every day into young heads till it becomes the component part of every waking thought …” But here is the rub. Jim’s worthiness as the subject of the interest that has so widely been taken in him resides in his evident unworthiness. It is only because he failed in the sphere of duty, which has the status of a universal, that everyone in the port and who makes their life by the sea has taken an interest in his case. And this is also what interested the intelligent and serious-minded Marlow. As he puts it himself,
Why I longed to go grubbing into the deplorable details of an occurrence which, after all, concerned me no more than as a member of an obscure body of men held together by a community of inglorious toil and by fidelity to a certain standard of conduct, I can’t explain. You may call it an unhealthy curiosity if you like; but I have a distinct notion I wished to find something. Perhaps, unconsciously, I hoped I would find that something, some profound and redeeming cause, some merciful explanation, some convincing shadow of an excuse. I see well enough now that I hoped for the impossible—for the laying of what is the most obstinate ghost of man’s creation, of the uneasy doubt uprising like a mist, secret and gnawing like a worm, and more chilling than the certitude of death—the doubt of the sovereign power enthroned in a fixed standard of conduct.\(^{21}\)

In this passage the inception of psychology from out of the decline of duty is succinctly conveyed. Marlow, as he puts it, wants to defeat that “most obstinate ghost of man’s [not God’s!] creation,” “the doubt … [that has negated] the sovereign power enthroned in a fixed standard of conduct.” He wants to counter this by coming up with some “redeeming cause,” “merciful explanation,” “convincing shadow of an excuse.” Something of the order, perhaps, of the psychoanalytic insights that Freud came up with when he wrote about those patients, in his words, who are “wrecked by success.”\(^{22}\) But this, as he concedes, was hoping for the impossible. Such nascent psychological efforts cannot redeem or shore up Tradition and its sense of Duty; they are rather its successor. There is nothing for it, then, but that Marlow must follow up upon Jim’s subsequent career, even as, giving the good captain something to follow up upon, Jim in that subsequent career inaugurates a truer sense of psychology than Marlow at first aimed for by negating the negation which his disgrace has tasked him with. How will this disgraced young ship’s officer become capable of his fate? This is what Marlow undertakes to know. Each day in our practices it is also what the Marlow in us is determined to discover. And the same goes with respect those scandals reported in the wider world that strike a chord within us. As students of destinies that might have also been our own, these too prove often to be as compelling for us as Jim was for Marlow.

**Hoist on His Own Petard**

So far we have been examining what I am calling the presenting problem of this literary proto-psychoanalysis from its analyst’s, that is, from Marlow’s vantage-point. Turning now to Jim’s side of the matter, we soon learn from the fuller description we are given of him that he was by no means indifferent as he had appeared to the captain to be. On the contrary, he was as deeply concerned over his failure as anyone could possibly be, and on top of this, vexed with bewilderment about how it had come to pass that he had failed in his duty. How could he who was filled with little else than heroic intentions, and who had so keenly longed to be tested by whatever the life of the sea had in store for him, miscarry so shamefully? He would have liked to delve into this question for himself, to have provided a long and detailed account.\(^{23}\) But the psychology that might have been discovered in this way would have to wait upon another theorist. The inquest, as I discussed, did not allow for any going into that. It simply measured Jim against the standard of conduct that sailors are expected to live by and found him wanting. This is not to say, however, that the unsympathetic decision it made against Jim gave no traction to psychology at all. On the contrary, and in a manner more deeply reflective of the modern epoch which the novel stands at the threshold of, psychology in the sense which our society—the ISPD—was much later established to carry forward came into its own in the subsequent story of the disgraced Jim’s mastering his fate as a disgraced one. For as we shall see, Jim’s singular
significant and universal merit resides in the exemplary and yet individual manner of his having embraced that exile from the soul that is already the beginning of its successor or ersetzung form, psychology. 24 Put another way, though Jim failed in his duty his dutifully facing up to this—at the inquest and thereafter in his subsequent life as an ethical subject—transformed Duty from what it had traditionally meant and involved. And it did this, moreover, in such a way that what Jung would later call “the individuation process” was anticipated.

But here, now, in speaking already about Jim’s presenting problem as mediating the advent of the psychology that was born from the demise of Tradition in general and Duty in particular, I am getting ahead of myself. In its initial stages a presenting problem does not impress its bearer as being the first immediacy of his or her own cure. It is suffered, rather, ego-dystonically as painful or irksome symptoms. In Jim’s case this symptomatic suffering took the form of his being very sensitive to, and easily enraged by, any insinuation that he was a coward. If comments were made that touched upon this complex, if his nose was in some way rubbed in his having been disgraced as a sailor, he would become vexed to the point of violent irruption. In an early scene of the novel, for example, an obvious symbol of cowardice appears in the figure of a yellow dog. When someone calls out “look at the wretched cur,” Jim rounds upon Marlow, thinking the good captain has mocked him. “I will allow no man,’ … he murmured threateningly.” 25 Fortunately, for Marlow he is able to defuse the situation and get Jim to realize the offending words did not have their source in him. Jim, however, remains adamant, and lastingly so: he will not let any man call him such names outside the courtroom situation. But then what is to be done? On the one hand, Jim will not let himself be mocked or chastised; on the other, he is highly prone to construing what he half-hears as just that, mockery and chastisement. If he is not to become a mad dog he will have to come up with some way to deal with his complex more civilly. And so it is that Jim, dodging the truth that his character in the novel mediates for his times, 26 adopts the avoidance strategy of moving from port to port and job to job as soon as it seemed to him that his reputation had caught up to him. It was a compulsive and repetitive pattern. Although Jim readily distinguishes himself as an invaluable employee in each of the situations he is able subsequently to secure for himself, as if abandoning ship all over again, he abruptly and in all haste moves on to more and more remote outposts whenever someone appears that might know his name and connect him to the Patna case.

A Breach in the Hull of the Patna, a Rupture in the Soul

We already know that the questions that were put to Jim at the mariner’s inquest were intended only to ascertain the technical and procedural aspects of how the Patna came to be stranded in her peril. As such, they did not allow for the kind of soul-reckoning answers that Jim himself, no less than the others that took an interest his testimony, was searching for and which the novel as a whole is ultimately about. In this section, pushing off from the inquest’s too-limited focus, we shall be looking into the question of what the event which the Patna case is built around reflects with respect to the soul of its time.

But first a brief comment on methodology. In a lengthy interpretative treatise, Jung once declared that “the tertium comparationis for all these symbols is the libido, and the unity of meaning lies in the fact that they are all analogies for the same thing.” 27 By this he meant that the various fantasy images produced by the patient whose material he was analyzing reflected the development and transformation of her libido, or as he also called this, her psychic energy. Similar to this stance, though only in formal regards, our interest in what follows will be focussed upon what the figures and events depicted in Lord Jim show with respect to the logic of
Man’s world‐relation at their particular historical juncture, or to what is referred to in our literature as the soul’s logical life. Just as, according to another statement of Jung’s, “In myths and fairytales, as in dreams, the soul speaks about itself …,” so also does what might variously be called consciousness, mindedness, or “the soul” speak of itself in the pages of our novel.

Now if this be so we need only listen with a soulful ear to Jim’s account of his being immediately undone as a sailor by the sight of water‐filled bulkheads of the Patna’s breached hull to get to the heart of the matter which is the meaning of the novel. And what is this heart, this meaning? This can be stated without further ado. Since the tertium comparationis of every event and character of the novel is “the soul” (as indeed it must be for us given that we are psychologists), what Jim beholds when he comes upon the breach in the hull of the Patna, and what he further exemplifies through his failure to act in this circumstance in a manner that is in accordance with his concept as a sailor, can only be the rupture in the soul itself!

But what does it mean “rupture in the soul”? Many pertinent amplifications of this phrase could be cited. I will mention only one, a single sentence from a text of Jung’s that I once underlined with what even then was arguably the same pencil‐stroke that I much later inscribed below those sentences of our novel in which Marlow speaks with chagrin of his futile wish to find an excuse for Jim that would serve at the same time to lay to rest that “ghost of doubt,” as he aptly calls it, which had undermined his tradition’s time‐honored belief in “… the sovereign power enthroned in a fixed standard of conduct.” In a letter written to Fr. Victor White a mere half‐century after Conrad’s Lord Jim was published, the great psychologist declares: “We are actually living in the time of the splitting of the world and the invalidation of Christ.” A radical statement! Drawing freely from the tropes of our novel, we could even characterize it as a hull‐breaching, ship‐splitting insight! But let me spell this out. What Jung calls “the splitting of the world and the invalidation of Christ” and what Conrad calls the obstinate doubt that in a ghostly fashion has torn asunder our belief in a sovereign power enthroned in a fixed standard of conduct, are but different expressions for the same soul‐situation. There was a time when God was in his heaven and Christ a valid symbol, a time when mankind was provided for by these in metaphysical regards and there was a corresponding standard of conduct in all aspects of human life and society, a time when monarchs reigned and mimetic to this the people were backed up by the dignity of their various offices, here a captain, there a ship’s mate—a time, in short, when we lived in the soul so completely that there was as yet no psychological problem, and a time after this when for the first time there was. No wonder, then, that the young ship’s mate, Jim, failed in his duty! Its foundations had changed. And no wonder as well that thenceforth the coming‐of‐age of the later day Jims of our more determinately psychological times must navigate in the breached‐vessels of their own lives the individuating passage from a spiritless condition that appears to have nothing to serve to a new sensibility that serves at the pleasure of a nothing which is not merely or sheerly nothing, but the logically negative result of the Tradition that has in its demise gone under into it.

From Sail to Steam and Gold to Brass

I just distinguished between a time when Tradition reigned supreme and provided for everything and a time afterward when this was no longer the case in which men like the disgraced ship’s mate Jim became possible for the first time. Commencing with the Enlightenment, this later time period extended all the way into the middle decades of the Nineteenth century, that is, into the very time in which Conrad himself worked as a seaman and in which his novel is set. Now this latest time period, it is important to note, was also the time of
the Industrial Revolution. Indicative of this the Patna is described as being a steam-ship made of rusting iron. Why it could even be said, pars pro toto, that the Industrial age as a whole is figured in the novel as this rusty steamer. So here already is the world-splitting, soul-rupturing tear in time that the breach in the Patna reflects. Whereas, previously, when God was in his heaven and Tradition was sacrosanct majestic sailing ships of baroque beauty sailed the seven seas and every sailor was like an angel at his station, Conrad’s novel is set in the mechanistic times of serial production and alienation that followed afterward.33 And here I should hasten to add that the epithet “godless” is also to be set in front of these subsequent times, for as novels of the sea go, Lord Jim is an especially godless one. We only have to compare it to Melville’s Moby Dick to measure the extent of this. And yet as a place-holder of the absent God we have in its pages a reference to the Patna’s cargo of 800 Moslem pilgrims and to the prayer offered at the outset of the voyage by their turbaned Arab leader. But even as this prayer is being offered “a screwball lighthouse, planted by unbelievers on a treacherous shoal, seemed to wink … its eye of flame, as if in derision of [the Patna’s] errand of faith.”34 Why it is quite as if that line from a Dostoyevsky novel of roughly the same period—“If God does not exist, everything is permitted”35—had proved itself with the new steam technology. Whereas previously the great sailing ships had needed God as much as they needed the wind, steam-liners such as the Patna had released themselves from both. Perhaps this is why when at the height of his calamity the vexed skipper succumbs to cursing, he does not take the Lord’s name in vein, but merely mutters “confounded steam! … infernal steam!”36

The point to be grasped is that the giving way of sail to steam that occurred during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries was indicative of that aforementioned Enlightenment period of soul-rupturing transition wherein “… the world to which the known religions were answers …. moved out from under them …,”37 as Giegerich has aptly put it. Seen from within, that is, via the acuity of Conrad’s literary vision, the world-splitting, soul-rupturing character of this period is depicted as the Patna having collided with what is likely a sunken derelict, on the one hand,38 and by Jim’s standing spell-bound at the sight of the breach this has made in her hull, on the other.39 But that is not all. Besides Jim’s description of the Patna’s wound there are in the novel at least two other depictions of this fraught moment in the soul’s life. Turning to the first to these (as to what Jung in our quote from him on symbols called “analogies for the same thing”), let us rise to the insight that the rupture in the soul that is apperceived by Jim as the breach in the rusting hull of the Patna (and which was widened enormously by his subsequently abandoning ship!) is at the same time apperceived by Marlow as the disillusionment he is subject to when he first lays eyes on Jim. I again refer to the Captain’s being affronted by Jim’s looking so able and at ease after having behaved in such a disgraceful manner. Gazing upon this discrepancy as upon a split running through the world of those times, he is shocked to realize, as he puts it, that “I would have trusted the deck to that youngster on the strength of a single glance, and gone to sleep with both eyes—and, by Jove! it wouldn’t have been safe.”40 Brooding upon this he then immediately adds, “There are depths of horror in that thought. He [Jim] looked as genuine as a new sovereign, but there was some infernal alloy in his metal. How much? The least thing—the least drop of something rare and accursed; the least drop—but he made you—standing there with his don’t-care-hang-air—he made you wonder whether perchance he was nothing more rare than brass.”41 What we are calling the rupture in the soul is here the difference between the new sovereign-like character of a sailor who fully accords with his concept and that same sailor as not in accord with that at all, but owing to a minute drop of something rare and accursed, having the common character of brass. Now, of course, what
Marlow here compares to brass has gone on in the psychoanalysis that was subsequently developed by Freud to be fully analyzed. “Three Essays on Sexuality,” “Some Character Types met with in Psycho-Analysis”: we have only to think of such papers as these to get the assay of this human-all-too-human metal. The psychoanalysis that the novel pre-figures, however, is very differently oriented, very differently conceived. Rather than concentrating on the accursed drop and basing a reductive approach to interpretation upon a positivistic conception of its impurity as an “infernal alloy,” the novel takes the appearance of this drop that Marlow is morally sickened to have spotted in the disgraced figure of Jim as the mediator of the soul’s own self-negation. This is not to say that Marlow did not want “to see [Jim] squirm for [defaulting on] the honor of the [sailor’s] craft.” That he wanted this is true enough, as his occasional barbed comments to Jim make clear. But there is a greater subject-matter in the novel than the mettle and character of the disgraced Jim. Why it could even be said that Marlow’s interest in this young sailor’s downfall and subsequent fate is only the conceit employed in the novel to study the form-change that “the soul” in a more universal sense passed through in moving from the times of its being metaphysically and religiously backed-up to the times that followed afterwards in which the soul-dignity it had had in these was objectively lost.

Brierly’s Suicide, the Death of an Ideal

So much for Jim’s having apperceived the rupture in the soul as a breach in the rusty hull of the Patna and for Marlow’s having apperceived it as the infernal alloy which is odiously obscured, and yet, obscenely revealed, by Jim’s continuing, even in the immediate aftermath of his disgrace, to look like a newly minted sovereign. Let us now turn to another depiction, another sighting. Early in the novel we briefly meet with a character who is precisely the opposite of a disgraced ship’s officer. I refer to the high-ranking captain who at first gives the impression of being “… consumedly bored by the honour thrust upon him” of serving on the panel of the inquest—the impeccable Captain Brierly. Now I say the impeccable Brierly because this is how Marlow describes him. Brierly, we are told, “… had never in his life made a mistake, never had an accident, never a mishap, never a check in his steady rise, and he seemed one of those lucky fellows who know nothing of indecision, much less of self-mistrust.” He was the sailor’s sailor, the caption’s captain. “At thirty-two he had one of the best commands going in the Eastern trade—and, what’s more, he thought a lot of what he had.” Not that Brierly was puffed up beyond his measure, inflated. His high estimation of himself was based upon genuine accomplishments and proven merits. Chatting with him during interludes in the trial, even Marlow, a respected ship’s captain himself, cannot help but to feel “less than.” This was simply the effect that Brierly had. As Marlow puts it, even “… had you been the Emperor of East and West you could not have ignored your inferiority in his presence …” And yet, as exasperating as this was, when Marlow reflected that he had this inferiority in common with all the rest of humanity, “[he] found that he could bear [his] share of [Brierly’s] good-natured and contemptuous pity for the sake of something indefinite and attractive in the man.”

Captain Brierly, clearly, is the embodiment of the ideal sailor. Not only are Duty and Professionalism handsomely enshrined in his person; what Marlow had earlier referred to as the “sovereign power enthroned in a fixed standard of conduct” is marvellously exemplified by him as well. But then, reading on, we soon learn that he was just as much a casualty of the rupture in the soul as were the Patna and Jim! I refer to the fact that immediately upon concluding his description of Captain Brierly’s sterling qualities, Marlow springs on us the information that shortly after the inquest Brierly committed suicide! It is shocking news, as shocking as the hull-
breaching collision of the *Patna*, as shocking as the shipmate Jim’s conduct-breaching
dereliction of his duty as a sailor, and yet it may be regarded as an analogy for the same thing,
i.e., for the aforementioned rupture in the soul. In Captain Brierly’s suicide is represented “the
soul’s” relentless acknowledgement that the times of the truths he had bodied-forth are over.48

But there is another side to this as well, a subjective side. A character in a modernist novel,
Captain Brierly is also portrayed in terms of the personal side of the psychological difference.49
Speculating about the reason that he stepped off his ship to make a grave for himself in the sea,
Marlow opines that while seeming to be bored by Jim’s case “… he was probably holding silent
inquiry into his own case.”50 Some trifle on Brierly’s conscience, something known only to
himself alone, so contradicted his image of himself that it somehow got the better of him. It
must have been something like that, offers Marlow. But when we listen in to the conversation
the two captains actually had about Jim’s case, another picture emerges. Whether Brierly, the
man, had some skeleton in his closet or not (and we should remember that he is not a man with
such and such a psychology,51 but a character in a novel, a personification) what brings about his
demise in Marlow’s and the reader’s eyes is his difference-less identification with the objective
demise of the ideal he exemplifies. When Marlow points out Jim’s courage in staying in port to
face the consequences of his dishonorable conduct, Brierly will have nothing of it. Better that
Jim would hasten away like the others than by sticking around for the inquest cause the
profession’s dirty laundry to be aired publically. In Brierley’s view the shame of the matter at
hand is greater than this one man Jim. Indeed, it is downright “abominable.”52 Countering this
extreme reaction, Marlow coldly declares that the cowardice of Jim and the three others that
abandoned ship was no matter of great importance. But Brierly will not abide this narrowing of
the focus to these particular individuals, as if the cowardice they displayed were only a mishap
for them, only their problem. “‘And you call yourself a seaman, I suppose,’ [Brierly] pronounced
angrily.” Back and forth they went about it until, making “… a gesture with his big arm that
seemed to deprive [Marlow] of [his] individuality, [and] to push [him] away into the crowd …,”
Brierly witheringly declared, “The worst of it … is that all you fellows have no sense of dignity;
you don’t think enough of what you are supposed to be.”53

Tarrying with the Negative, Transforming the Will

The significance of Captain Brierly’s suicide resides in the fact that it brings out the truth of
Jim’s failure as a seaman even as Jim’s failure as a seaman brings out the demise of the ideal
which the impeccable Brierly had exemplified and existed as. Both characters equally are the
expression of the rupture in the soul occurring in their times. The only difference between them
in this regard is that Jim maintains himself in the face of the death that the ideal-exemplifying
Brierly succumbs to when he steps into the sea shortly after the inquest. Now, of course, in
speaking as I just have of the disgraced Jim maintaining himself in the face of death, I allude
to Hegel’s famous lines about “tarrying with the negative.” In Hegel’s view, the life of the spirit is
such that it “… wins its truth only when, in utter dismemberment, it finds itself.” Continuing he
states: “It is this power, not as something positive, which closes its eyes to the negative as when
we say of something that it is nothing or is false, and then having done with it, turn away and
pass on to something else; on the contrary, spirit is this power only by looking the negative in the
face, and tarrying with it. This tarrying with the negative is the magical power that converts it
into being.”54 Our novel, let it be grasped, reflects this same process of determinate negation via
the figures of Captain Brierly and Jim. Within itself that traditional truth of the soul which in the
novel is variously referred to as duty, dignity of office, the ideal of a fixed standard of conduct,
and by still other expressions dirempts itself to become Brierly, on the one hand, and Jim, on the other. And it is in this way, as we shall see, that Duty’s meaning is transformed from having the form of an abstract imperative (in the manner, say, of an commandment issued from on high) to having the form of a humble this-worldly imperative of integrity which is both more subtle and comprehensive than its idealized precursor due to the integration of what at first had seemed an offense against it.55

Looking into this subject matter more closely we see on the Captain Brierly side of the rupture in the soul that this scene in the story depicts. This is allowed to be put on display. It is only proper, he maintains, that “professional decency” be preserved, and with this end in mind he irritably suggests that Marlow and he pool their money together to send Jim away before he brings even more embarrassment upon their profession by appearing in court! But all this rings hollow for Marlow.57 Even if Jim is only the first immediacy of an unknown successor value that has yet to be fleshed out, he already stands for something better than the sham that Brierly has shown his duty-for-duty’s-sake stance to be through his dishonest idea of instituting a cover-up on its behalf. Indeed, as Marlow states after hearing Brierly out, it was only then that “I became positive in my mind that the inquiry was a severe punishment for … Jim, and that his facing it—practically of his own free will—was a redeeming feature in his abominable case.”58

The question arises. Was the tarrying with the negative that Jim’s facing the inquest “practically of his own free will” exemplifies already evident on the deck of the Patna when, in the midst of the crisis, he failed in his duty? Or to ask the same question in another way, was the failure of Jim’s will as a seaman already the soul’s own doing, i.e., the productive expression of its self-negation?

We already know from Marlow that in those days duty was so drilled into young sailors that by the time they were fully credentialed seaman it was “… the component part of every waking thought, […] and] present in every dream of their young sleep!”59 But when the fully credentialed Jim sees the breach in the Patna’s hull he suffers a Hamlet-life moment of indecision and doubt. Disaster, he senses, is imminent, the ship but moments from sinking. And as if this were not already enough to beggar the hero within him, he is stymied as well by his knowledge that there are too few lifeboats to even begin to accommodate the large number of passengers. From this, we may surmise, it was his very fate to fail.

Now when I say “fate to fail” I again have in mind the aforementioned rent it the times of which Jim was the discombobulated heir. It is when the times are “out of joint”60 that that first born of the dead, the anti-hero, is born. Whereas previously, that is before such a wayward protagonist blunders to the front, every task and challenge had been straightforwardly a matter of “going up and over,” as it were, in the disjunctive times that followed it was a matter, rather, of “going under and across.” And so it was with Hamlet and Jim. Just as our disgraced ship’s officer’s Shakespearean forbearer did not avenge his father’s murder (when doing so would have been in keeping with the tradition), so in his time’s version of this disjunctive moment Jim did not abide by and fulfill his professional duty. This, however (or so I am arguing here), cannot be attributed to a personal failing, for the possibility of the personal in this sense, and along with this, of a truly free will (such as Jim subsequently displayed by sticking around to testify at the inquest), only became a possibility in the first place as the result of the objectively occurring rupture in the soul that this scene in the story depicts.61 For Duty in the traditional sense was
already ghostly by Jim’s time, as it was already becoming in a certain respect in the time of Shakespeare’s *Hamlet*. When Marlow, as we already discussed, made reference to duty it was to its having given way to and become that “… most obstinate ghost of man’s creation, … the doubt of the sovereign power enthroned in a fixed standard of conduct.” And so it is that the jumping to his duty that the flummoxed Jim finally manages to execute has the disgraceful form of his obeying the ill-addressed command of his dishonorable skipper to leap into the lifeboat in desertion of his duty.

But what more precisely makes for such dishonorable conduct? Although we can hardly grasp anymore what this concept meant during those earlier times when “… man had his being and essence in the Universal [such that] in essential regards he did not live his own life [but] was lived by the customs and ritual necessities of his culture…,” some reflection upon this question might be of interest to us in our work with the later-day Jims we meet with in our practices and in ourselves.

Were Jim not a character in a novel, but an actual person of those times, we might direct him to the great American psychologist of that period for insight concerning the failure of his will to duty. In the chapter on “The Will” in his *Principles of Psychology* William James defines the will as the seamless unity of thought and action, as when, for example, we just like that raise our arm at will or move our mouths at the same moment as we think of having a nice meal. Lapses of the will, failures of action or reaction, on the other hand, he attributes to a disunity of motive ideas. When a person, for example, finds himself subject to a variety of different imperative thoughts and perspectives—and surely what we have been calling “the splitting of the world” and “the rupture in the soul” are the extreme version of these!—he may be halted by his inability to serve these various masters at the same time. But Jim is not a person in life, he is a character in a novel. As such, he is the artistically-rendered product of the split in the world or rupture in the soul which he appears to be obstructed by, the personification of the idea though which the soul’s finding into its own expresses its truth at the threshold of a new epoch. There is not first a Jim who as existing person fails in his duty. On the contrary, it is only through this failure as a quality of the times which the novel reflects that he becomes Jim in the first place. Waxing as Brierly wanes, Jim is an idea. Although presented as a failing young man, he is “the soul’s” first inkling of the new conception through which it can exert its will once more. “In action as in reasoning,” writes James, “… the great thing is the quest for the right conception.” The disgraced Jim, I submit, is the right conception. Appearing at a time when the traditional sense of duty was in decline, his character pioneers the successor form of duty—let us call it the duty of becoming self—in the admirable way in which he embraced his fate and makes the most of it.

**The Lordship of Sublated Failure**

We have yet to inquire into how Jim, after being stripped of his credentials as a seaman, subsequently came to be honored with the title Lord Jim. Without going into the many details of the rich and varied plot, it will suffice for our purposes to merely state that after holding and departing from many watersides jobs—in such places as Bombay, Calcutta, Rangoon, Penang, Bangkok, and Batavia—Jim finally took up a post in the extremely remote Malay island kingdom of Patusan. So remote was this kingdom that it was practically unknown to white men, which also meant for Jim that his flight from being recognized as the disgraced sailor of the *Pata* fiasco had reached its nadir and turning point. Viewed in one way, Jim’s having come to live in this remote kingdom, so far from his own kind, showed that the alienation consequent
upon his dishonourable leap into the lifeboat had become absolute. But viewed from within this condition, from within the very heart of its darkness (if I may put it this way with another of Conrad’s novels in mind67), it was at the same time the opposite of this, what in dialectics of sublation is called the restored positon.68

It happened like this: when Jim arrived among the Malay natives of Patusan he found that the society there was riven by strife on several fronts. Displaying martial ingenuity, strategic know-how, and a courageous fighting spirit Jim at once threw himself into the cause of helping the long-reigning and rightful kingdom to prevail over its enemies. Whereas previously he had failed in his duty when he served on the Patna, he brilliantly distinguished himself in this new setting. Indeed, so impressed were the natives by their white saviour that they thenceforth treated him with reverent respect. Tuan Jim, Lord Jim, they called him. And so it was that for many years he served as the most trusted advisor of the people and their king, his wise counsel and self-less dedication earning him the esteem of a demi-god.

Now surely, as analysts we are again and again, each day in our practices, as struck with wonder as was our literary forbearer, Captain Marlow, when he learned of Jim’s life amongst the Malay and when he visited with him there. Why sometimes it is even as if the sweep of this whole novel were collapsed into a single analytic hour, occasionally, even, into the very first hour. The patient lays out his difficulties. He tells us of some misstep he regrets, or some dilemma in which he is stuck. However different the details may be in each individual case, this moment of odious disclosures may be likened to that one in which, after confessing his dishonorable conduct, Jim looks up to Marlow with a “piteous stare,” even as Marlow seeing him standing there “so dumb founded and hurt, … [is] oppressed by a sad sense of resigned wisdom, mingled with the amused and profound pity of an old man helpless before a childish disaster.”69 But then on the heels of this a dream may be presented in which, like the Jim who become Lord Jim in a remote Malay kingdom, the patient’s dream—finds itself in a weird, canny setting, tasked with a strange, and yet, defining adventure!

“Two things fill the mind with ever new and increasing admiration and awe, the more often and steadily we reflect upon them,” writes Kant: “the starry heavens above me and the moral law within me. I do not seek or conjecture either of them as if they were veiled obscurities or extravagances beyond the horizon of my vision; I see them before me and connect them immediately with the consciousness of my existence.”70 I think of these lines from that great Enlightenment philosopher whenever I come upon such scenes of moral infinitude and life-task universality as we are discussing here, be these in the dreams of my patients or in the Patusan sequence of Conrad’s novel. In both cases what externally or from an ego point of view is a piteous calamity, a cause for fret and care (i.e., the aforementioned “presenting problem”), is inwardly or from the point of view of the self presented, sub specie aeternitatis, as a larger, perhaps even magnificent, moral and ethical soul-making challenge. And here, apropos of this comment, I am reminded as well of a passage from a letter Jung wrote which addresses the topic of psychological transformation.

What I call transformation is at bottom a question of fate. Although we may wish to keep within our limits, or to overstep them, it is never done by wishing but only by happening. Only when it happens to us that we overstep our limits can we be sure that we have overstepped them and that it had to be so. In the end there is no legitimate having-to-go-beyond-ourselves. Hence I would not recommend anybody to wish to go beyond himself. Moreover this expression is false; we cannot go beyond ourselves but only deeper into
ourselves, and this self is not identical with the ego because in this self we appear wondrously strange to ourselves."\(^{71}\)

It is the last phrase of this quotation that I want especially to emphasis. Regardless of whether Jim’s, our patients’, or our own aspirations have been governed by a wish to keep within our own limits or to overstep them, what actually comes to pass, what actually happens, be it for weal or for woe, comes subsequently to be reflected as our “appear[ing] wondrously strange to ourselves.”\(^{72}\) And how wondrously strange, indeed, was Jim in the jungle kingdom of Patusan,\(^{73}\) living the ethical life of a hallowed saviour figure amongst the Malay natives, his fiercely loving, protective, and devoted wife, the Eurasian girl, Jewel, by his side.\(^{74}\) A far cry, this, from the prospect which Marlow worried about after the inquest that the demoralized Jim would end up a degenerate alcoholic!

**Psychology, or: the Restoration of Duty Redefined**

After this very brief account of how Jim came to become the master of his fate, let us return to our theme of the rise of psychology from out of the dereliction of duty.

It would certainly be plausible, further to what was discussed in the previous section, to fix our focus upon how Jim as an individual person runs into various difficulties and tarry with these as the mediators of that self-negating/self-sublating dialectic of life which Jung called the individuation process. Viewed in this light, his story well-illustrates Jung’s insight that “If a man is contradicted by himself and … knows that he contradicts himself, he is individuated.”\(^{75}\) But our interest is less in the individuation process of a particular person than in that moment in what has been called “the individuation of mankind”\(^{76}\) in which the possibility of such a character as Jim, be it in literature or in life, became possible in the first place. Just as psychology arose in the wake of the religion and metaphysics that preceded it,\(^{77}\) so our novel’s protagonist, Jim, as well as his double in our patients and in ourselves, was the result, not merely of his own dereliction of duty, but of the objective demise of the traditional symbolic forms of the soul that had been the ground of such duteous conduct.

Now with this important insight we come to the heart of what clinical psychoanalysis has to learn from its literary other. There is a difference to be discerned—our school of psychology calls it a “psychological difference”—between taking the Jim character literally as an empirical person with such and such temperament and upbringing, and taking him figuratively and post-symbolically (!) as the anti-heroic poster-boy of the soul’s own demise. Though we are all, as St. Augustine put it, “…born between faeces and urine,” and thus psychically subject to the anxieties and slip-ups that are occasioned by what Freud would later describe as infantile sexuality and the Oedipus complex, logically, psychological, we are also born, insofar as the universality of the human spirit is concerned, from out of the aforementioned rupture in the soul, wherein the world, as it were, has pulled out from under the tradition that had provided for every need and action. Depicted in our novel as Jim’s dishonourable leap from the Patna, our birth from this very different gash corresponds to that moment in the history of the soul that Giegerich has thematized under the title “The End of Meaning and the Birth of Man.”\(^{78}\)

Now when I speak of Jim as being the result of the objective going under of the soul’s symbolic forms during a time when their correspondence with the world had been logically breached by enormous changes that the Enlightenment period and the Industrial Age brought, I
am immediately put in mind of another famous passage from Hegel, this one having to do with his concept of sublation. “To sublate and being sublated (the idealized),” writes Hegel,

Constitute one of the most important concepts of philosophy. It is a fundamental determination that repeatedly occurs everywhere in it, the meaning of which must be grasped with precision and especially distinguished from nothing.—What is sublated does not thereby turn into nothing. Nothing is immediate; something sublated is on the contrary something mediatied; it is something non-existent but as a result that has proceeded from a being; it still has in itself, therefore, the determinateness from which it derives. 79

In keeping with the insight of this passage we can say the same of Jim. Far from being reduced to nothing by his failure to do his duty, Jim is the sublated result of the duties, ideals, and soul-truths that had become obsolete during the times which his story reflects. In the novel this is conveyed by means of the contrast between him and the other officers who also abandoned ship. Upon being dishonourably released from the soul by his self-interested and deplorable conduct, the despicable skipper of the Patna simply escapes, without further ado, into the anything-goes freedom of a mere rogue. Jim’s emancipation, by contrast, has an entirely different character. Even after being stripped of his credentials he continues to have, or better, to be the personification of, “… the determinateness from which [these had] derive[d].” 80 It is a matter, as we said before, of “tarrying with the negative.” Or drawing upon yet another Hegelian figure, a matter of “Substance [i.e., Duty] becoming subject [Jim].” 81 In the passion and turmoil of Jim’s subsequent coming to terms with his fate, Duty is not simply broken with, but determinately negated, kenotically repurposed. From being defined as one’s living up to that role within the Divine Order of Things that Tradition has assigned, it navigates a form-change to become, post mortem dei, the imperative of becoming self in the down-to-earth sense of finding into one’s own integrity, one’s own truth. 82 And so it is that the story of Jim’s tarrying with his disgrace as a sailor is the story of the movement from “the soul” in the traditional sense of its meaning to psychology as its logically negative successor.

Jim’s Death

I want to bring these reflections to close by briefly touching upon the tragic confluence of character and circumstance within which Jim met his final end. In the last pages of the novel the story of Jim’s magnificent career amongst the Malay gives way in a treacherous debacle involving a blood-thirsty pirate, Captain Brown, who easily manages to take advantage of Jim’s idealistic principles and gentlemanly standard of conduct. A deserter turned buccaneer, Brown is described as holding a high rank amongst the most notorious scoundrels of that period owing to “the arrogant temper of his misdeeds and [his] vehement scorn for mankind at large and for his victims in particular.” 83 Chancing upon the remote island of Patusan, he and his crew immediately desire to capture the village for themselves, to loot and destroy it, even as, in accordance with the office he has so brilliantly held up until this point, Jim’s reciprocal task is to protect the people of Patusan from the dire threat this poses to their lives and property. And so it is that the intrepid Jim sets out to have a parley with Brown.

The crucial scene comes before the violent turmoil that unfolds from it afterwards. At “… the very spot where Jim [had taken] the second desperate leap of his life—the leap that landed him
into the life of Patusan, into the trust, the love, the confidence of the people.”\textsuperscript{84} He and Brown come face to face on opposite sides of a creek. Will Jim prove worthy of his lordship in this lurch come around again? Will he be up to this latest version of the uncanny test his life has been about? The situation is clear enough. Jim knows Brown to be an evil-intentioned and nefarious character. Despite this, however, his judgement and resolution are compromised by his regarding Brown as if he and the rest of his crew were “... the emissaries with whom the world [Jim] had renounced was pursuing him in retreat—white men from ‘out there’ where he did not think himself good enough to live.”\textsuperscript{85} It is amazing the grip that this shame-complex (or of what we would regard as such if he were a person) still has upon Jim. Despite all that he has made of himself in Patusan, Jim continues to think himself unworthy, even before these criminals! From this we may surmise that he still takes his dereliction of duty subjectively, personally, and does not realize that the going under of this traditional ideal was something objective and that the character ascribed to him in the novel is more the result of this than its cause.

No wonder, then, the dialectic of his having to meet his \textit{bête noir} in Captain Brown. Jim has tried to climb out of his going under, rather than submitting to the chaotic element that belongs to his time’s sublation. I allude with this wording to what are perhaps the most often quoted lines of the novel:

A man that is born falls into a dream like a man who falls into the sea. If he tries to climb out into the air as inexperienced people endeavour to do, he drowns—\textit{nicht wahr?} .... No! I tell you! The way is to the destructive element submit yourself, and with the exertions of your hands and feet in the water make the deep, deep sea keep you up.\textsuperscript{86}

It is because Jim tries to climb out of \textit{his} Disgrace and \textit{his} Dishonour, and to cleave once more to the values he believed \textit{himself} to have failed, that the chaotic element must take the form of the violent and terrible Captain Brown.\textsuperscript{87}

And this is not all. There is yet another reason for this final episode. Jim, it is explicitly stated in the novel, is a romantic.\textsuperscript{88} As such, he personifies the Romantic era’s Beautiful Soul-like resistance with respect to the decline of the traditional soul values that the Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution had wrought. Little wonder, then, that the terrible Captain Brown “sails into Jim’s history,” there to give the lie to the retribution project that Jim personifies of indulging in the values and truths of a bygone time. Just as much later Jung, indulging in his own version of such anachronistic soulfulness, once asked himself, on the very heels of realizing that we no longer have or live in myth, \textit{“then what is your myth—the myth in which you do life?,”}\textsuperscript{89} so Jim naively persists in the duty, decorum, and ideals he believed himself earlier to have failed, only to be taken in by Brown as by the aforementioned emissary of the world he had departed from. As Marlow puts it in his account of this exchange, \textit{“When [Brown] asked Jim, with a sort of brusque despairing frankness, whether he himself—straight now—didn’t understand that when ‘it came to saving one’s life in the dark, one didn’t care who else went—three, thirty, three hundred people’—it was as if a demon had been whispering advice in his ear.”} Mortified by his interlocutor’s statement, Jim lowered his gaze to the ground. Brown, however, did not let up, but rather put the knife more deeply in by asking \textit{“...whether [Jim] had nothing fishy in his life to remember ...”}\textsuperscript{90} And when these words, so evocative for Jim of the \textit{Patna} affair, were spoken \textit{“... there ran through the rough talk a vein of subtle reference to their common blood, an assumption of common experience; a sickening suggestion of common guilt, of secret knowledge that was like a bond of their minds and of their hearts.”}\textsuperscript{91}

But Brown was a shadow that Jim could not integrate, at least not in any other way than by the dialectic of the demise which his figure mediated. Romantic to the end, he continued to play the
high-minded and honorable gentleman, which meant taking the decision to let Brown go in peace, rather than defeating him decisively when he had the upper hand. It was a terrible misjudgement. After making a show of keeping to their agreement, the treacherous Brown doubled back and attacked the village, killing the King’s son and many more besides. As before after the *Patna* fiasco Jim had stayed to appear at the inquest, he followed up this failure by solemnly appearing before the King who he had until this point so loyally and sagely served to accept death by his anguished bullet. But for the 19th Century European Jim, the time of Kings and other such regents of the soul was over, which is why he had had quixotically to go into the jungle to still find one to serve. In the final analysis, however, this was untenable. There was no escaping the objectively prevailing dereliction of duty from which the age of psychology emerged, not even for that Last Romantic, our proto-patient, the disgraced ship’s officer, Jim.
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